Diffusion into fibrous anisotropic structures can exhibit a variety of crossover phenomena. Scaling of amount adsorbed versus time in such structures is studied by standard renormalization methods as a function of anisotropy for several kinds of discrete models. Total mass adsorbed as a function of time from a reservoir attached at a single point exhibits different power laws in different logarithmic ranges separated by crossover times. For example, one expects a transition from scaling characteristic of a one-dimensional channel to that of an effective isotropic medium as adsorbed material spreads out over successively longer length scales. In the models studied, there is an easy diffusion pathway imbedded in a medium having a much lower diffusivity. The easy-diffusion subspace can have fractal dimension below that of the background. Different types of crossovers are identified. Power-law exponents for mass sorption are controlled by interplay between effective source dimension and fractal dimension of the active diffusion space. Exponents characterizing scaling of crossover times as a function of anisotropy are largely independent of the fractal dimension of the easydiffusion pathways.
I. INTRODUCTION
Here we analyze difference models for diffusion in a highly anisotropic fractal medium. Simple fractal lattices are used as model structures, in part because they preserve certain aspects of random fractal structures, which are of increasing practical interest ͓1͔, and partly because the regular lattices admit an exact analytic treatment. An exact analysis of simple model problems gives insight that is different from that offered by the approximate solution of more realistic problems. Thus we can discover the mechanisms that control scaling of sorption by means of diffusion, and the kinds of transitions that can correspond to scaling crossover.
Consider a fibrous material in which diffusion is fast along the local fiber direction and slow in perpendicular directions. The medium is represented as a fractal network. ͓2͔ Diffusion is described using coupled differential equations for the concentration, one equation per lattice point. A microscopic diffusivity is assigned to each of the bonds: unity for fast diffusion, or k for slow diffusion. In typical anisotropic materials, either the material on a gross scale has a preferred diffusion direction or the easy diffusion direction is defined only within domains of a characteristic size. Orientation of different domains can fluctuate randomly, so that gross properties of the medium are isotropic. Even when fibers introduce a preferred direction on all length scales, the sum over diffusion paths can lead to isotropy on all but the shortest scales. In contrast, the models discussed below exhibit effects of anisotropy over arbitrary distances. They might represent long fibers packed within a fractal diffusion space, or leaky pipelines or veins embedded in a porous matrix. For these models the bonds of higher diffusivity form an easy-diffusion subspace that can be either straight or tortuous. We call this the easy subspace for short. Of particular interest are the exponents that characterize the amount of material adsorbed as a function of time, or the crossover time as a function of relative local diffusivities. Figure 1 shows such a model on a portion of the simplex lattice introduced by Dhar ͓3͔. Dashed lines denote bonds of diffusivity k, while solid bonds have unit diffusivity. In this model the easy-diffusion subspace is a Hamiltonian path from one corner to another, visiting each lattice point once.
One can anticipate an interesting crossover phenomenon. Suppose the structure is empty and that at time tϭ0 one end of the easy subspace is connected to a reservoir of material that will diffuse into the lattice. When k is small the easy subspace behaves as a tortuous pipeline that leaks slightly. The diffusing material follows the pipe initially, so the total amount absorbed is proportional to t sured along the pipe ͑i.e., chemical distance͒ at time t is thus proportional to t 1/2 . While most of the material follows the pipe at first, a small amount of seepage takes place via the dashed bonds. The amount transported by seepage increases as a higher power of t than does diffusion along the pipeline. Eventually seepage dominates. There is a crossover time t c before which the amount adsorbed scales as t 1/2 and after which it scales as some other power of t, characteristic of diffusion into an isotropic simplex with a rescaled effective diffusivity. The crossover time t c should scale as k Ϫ for some crossover exponent depending on geometry of the diffusion space.
Adler studied static scaling in an anisotropic fractal lattice model with a macroscopic easy-diffusion direction ͓2͔. The physics of such a model is clearly different from that of the models studied here. Different crossover is expected.
The relation between the difference models considered here and partial differential equations ͑PDE's͒ that would apply on a gross scale is not trivial. First, since the diffusion space is fractal, the difference models correspond in no simple way to PDE's, even in the isotropic limit ͓4,5͔. Second, consider a difference model defined on a square lattice with an easy subspace that follows a space-filling curve, visiting each site in an erratic manner. Even in this case when the space is Euclidean, the model becomes equivalent to a PDE for an effective isotropic medium only after the difference equations are renormalized until the rescaled lattice spacing exceeds the crossover length L c associated with t c . In fact, each continuum limit corresponds to a renormalization fixed point of the discrete system ͓6͔. In this paper we will regard discrete models as more fundamental than the limiting PDE's.
The continuum diffusion equation relates to the classical wave equation or the Schrödinger equation by a change in time dependence and a change in boundary conditions. Difference schemes for diffusion derived from material conservation and Fick's law define generalized difference Laplacians based on adjacency, rather than distances or angles ͓4,7͔. Thus microscopic diffusion models serve as guides for constructing difference models of vibration or electron propagation.
In the case of vibrations the bonds represent springs and the differential equation at each lattice point describes transverse displacement, rather than change in local concentration. For the Schrödinger equation, the local variables represent probability amplitude. Therefore some results presented here can also be transferred to vibrations or electron propagation, or to models for spin dynamics. For example, Hood and Southern ͓8͔ treated spin waves on an anisotropic Sierpinski lattice, much like the one in Fig. 1 .
The general scaling theory of diffusion on fractals is reviewed by Havlin and Ben-Avrham ͓9͔. The Green-function methods used below are standard ͓10,11͔. They consist of transfer-matrix renormalization applied to a small set of pivotal Green functions. The application to transport in porous fractal media, including proper treatment of boundary conditions, is worked out in detail by Giona et al. ͓12͔ .
II. STATIC SCALING
Consider the model of Fig. 1 . Finding static solutions is equivalent to finding the resistance of a network in which the dashed bonds have resistance 1/k, and the solid bonds have resistance 1. Basic circuit theory applies. ͓2͔ The structure is built up in stages or generations. The generation nϩ1 network is formed by connecting three generation n networks together using two solid bonds and one dashed one. Each part is a triangle characterized electrically by two Y -equivalent resistance parameters r 1 and r 2 . If sites 1 and 2 are base vertices and 3 the top vertex as in Fig. 1 , then the resistance from 1 to 2 is 2r 1 while the resistance from 1 to 3 is r 1 ϩr 2 . By combining resistances in series and parallel, one arrives at a recursion formula giving the corresponding resistances R 1 and R 2 on the next generation in terms of r 1 and r 2 , namely,
These recursions comprise a primitive renormalization in that they relate resistances of portions of the structure at different length scales. They are nonlinear difference equations which decouple because they commute with the Lie group ͓13,14͔ generated by
Transforming to canonical variables, 
͑2.4͒
Numerical values of r 1 and r 2 for a given k and generation number n are found easily by iterating Eqs. ͑2.1͒, starting from r 1 ϭr 2 ϭ0 for a single point. To analyze the diffusion crossover and obtain the scaling exponent it is more convenient to use Eqs. ͑2.4͒. There is an unstable fixed point at uϭ0 with multiplier 3 and a stable fixed point at uϭ1 with multiplier 1 5 . These correspond, respectively, to resistance scaling proportional either to the length of the easy subspace or to the resistance of an isotropic Sierpinski network ϳ(
n . In the framework of diffusion, these behaviors describe scaling of the total amount absorbed before and after the crossover from transport along the pipe to transport by seepage.
To compute the crossover time t c , suppose k is small, so the initial value u 0 ϭ2k/(1ϩk) is near uϭ0. The crossover takes place when u makes the transit from the neighborhood near 0 to the the vicinity of 1, which is a rather abrupt transition. Thus to find t c we first compute the generation number n at which uϭ 1 2 for a given k value. Since the length of the easy subspace is 3 n , we associate this with the distance diffused along an equivalent one-dimensional chain. Using the solution for diffusion on a linear chain, we have t c 1/2 ϳ3 n or t c ϳ9 n . All that remains is to find n at which uϭ 
Apparently the crossover exponent in this case is ϭ2. Now consider another model which will lead to a different crossover exponent. Imagine a similar 2-simplex structure with bond strengths allotted differently as in Fig. 2 . In the circuit analogy the solid and dashed lines have resistances 1 and 1/k as before. The easy diffusion space is the base line, so that as k→0 the resistance becomes 2 n . In the isotropic limit k→1 the resistance becomes ( 5 3 ) n . To construct the generation nϩ1 lattice requires two different building blocks, two copies of the generation n lattice form the base, while the upper block is generation n of an isotropic lattice with uniform bond resistance 1/k. Thus the recursion relations involve three quantities, the Y -parameter resistances r 1 and r 2 defined as above and the corresponding r 0 for the isotropic part. Intuition suggests that the r 0 recursion should decouple, and indeed it does. From basic circuit theory,
Again the recursions commute with a Lie group,
͑2.8͒
with canonical variables aϭ 2k 1ϩ2kr 0 ,
in terms of which the recursion Eqs. ͑2.7͒ become
Thus the variable a is completely decoupled and no longer entrers the u and v recursions. The latter have three impor- tant fixed points: an inaccessible source at (0,0), a saddle at (0, 9 7 ), which controls the crossover, and a sink at (1,1) representing the large-scale, isotropic effective-medium limit. By linearizing near the saddle we can expand u and v in terms of scaling variables and such that u͑, ͒ϭ3Ϫ 315
͑2.11͒
where aϭa 0 (k)( 3 5 ) n , ϭ 0 (k)( 3 10 ) n , and ϭ 0 (k)( 6 5 ) n . The initial values are
When k is small, and a are initially small and is initially large, and one finds the initial behaviors
so that r 1 increases in proportion to the length of the base, and r 2 increases as in the isotropic fractal. After crossover, becomes large and small. The trajectory in (u,v) tends to the sink representing isotropic scaling, near which r 0 , r 1 and r 2 each tend to the same limiting form (7k/6)( 5 3 ) n . This indicates an effectively isotropic fractal medium with local diffusivity 7k/6. The crossover occurs when (u,v) is closest to the saddle. The simplest definition of crossover is the criterion ϭ. Thus one has 0 (k)(
n . If k is small enough so mass uptake before crossover is as for a linear chain, then t c ϭL 2 ϭ4 n , so that
For this model, the exponent is ϭ1 as opposed to ϭ2 for the model of Fig. 1 . In fact diffusion into the structure of Fig. 2 exhibits more complicated scaling transitions, as discussed below where we consider adsorption as a function of time. When k is small enough so that the easy subspace along the backbone saturates before the crossover time Eq. ͑2.14͒, there is a transition to scaling characteristic of the isotropic fractal attached to a reservoir, not by a point, but along the entire base line. The base line acts as a line source. On the other hand, if crossover occurs before saturation of the base line, the intermediate scaling is characteristic of a mixed state. Thus there will be two transition times in the latter case.
III. DIFFUSION INCLUDING TIME DEPENDENCE
An outline of methods used is given here. Details are presented in Ref.
where k i j is 1 for solid bonds, and k for dashed bonds; otherwise it is zero. The source term f i (t) is included for generality. Equation ͑3.1͒ assumes conservation of material, as is appropriate for a closed system. Summing on i shows that the time rate of change of the sum of all concentrations is just the sum of the source terms. When there are no sources or sinks, material is conserved. It is convenient to rewrite the system in vector matrix form
where H is explicitly mass conserving:
We will analyze diffusion into the structure assuming zero initial concentration. A reservoir of concentration c 0 is attached via a bond of unit diffusivity to site 1 located at one end of the easy subspace. The term to be added to the right side of Eq. ͑3.1͒ is then ␦ i1 ͓c 0 Ϫc i (t)͔. Let the reservoir part be incorporated as a source term, f i (t)ϭ␦ i1 c 0 , while the rest is viewed as resulting from a perturbation of H, namely, V,
where V i, j ϭϪ␦ i1 ␦ j1 . Thus taking Laplace transforms we have the matrix equation
defines a set of Green functions such that the Laplace transformed concentration on site i is given by
The quantity of interest is the ͑sorption͒ ratio M (t)/M ϱ of material adsorbed at time t to material adsorbed at saturation ͓16͔. If N is the number of lattice sites, then M ϱ ϭc 0 N. The time rate of increase of M (t) is just the rate at which material flows in across the bond of unit diffusivity connecting site 1 to the reservoir. Thus dM (t)/dtϭc 0 Ϫc 1 (t). In the Laplace domain,
Therefore, to study scaling with time of the sorption ratio for material entering at a single point, it is only necessary to study scaling of 1ϪĜ 11 (d) (s) with s. When diffusion of material into the structure is governed by a power law in time, this corresponds to a straight-line segment in the log-log graph of 1ϪĜ 11 (d) (s) versus s. For power-law scaling,
We solve for the Green functions in two separate steps. First we construct recursion relations for the Green functions Ĝ i j (s) for the closed system. These are defined by
͑3.7͒
Then from the matrix Eqs. ͑3.5͒ and ͑3.7͒ and the definition of the sparse matrix V, one has
Recursion relations are developed for a minimum necessary set of pivotal Green functions. This is the smallest set for which recursions can be written. Both the strategy and the form of the recursions ͑systems of rational functions͒ are much the same as in the resistance network examples of Sec.
II. Consider the model of Fig. 1 , with lower corner sites 1 and 2 and the upper corner 3 as shown. At generation n of the construction the pivotal set contains the Green functions (x,y,u,v) defined by xϭĜ 11 (s), yϭĜ 21 (s), uϭĜ 33 (s), and vϭĜ 31 (s). Recall that generation nϩ1 is made by assembling three generation n blocks, properly reoriented, and then connecting them together with appropriate bonds.
Let matrix A be the direct sum with diagonal blocks consisting of three copies of the H matrix for generation n, and let matrix B provide the three bonds and adjustments of the diagonal elements necessary to make the connections. If matrix C represents H for generation nϩ1, then CϭAϩB. Green functions (x,y,u,v) of generation n are entries of Ĝ (n) ϭ(sϪA) Ϫ1 , and the corresponding Green functions (X,Y ,U,V) for generation nϩ1 are entries of Ĝ (nϩ1) ϭ(sϪC) Ϫ1 . By matrix manipulation one has the Dyson equation
Because B is sparse, Eq. ͑3.9͒ leads directly to recursion formulas for (X,Y ,U,V) in terms of (x,y,u,v) . However the formulas are rather long, and they simplify quite a bit if we transform to symmetry-adapted variables with the relative diffusivity scaled out, namely, pϭxϩy, qϭxϪy, rϭku, wϭͱkv. ͑3.10͒
Then the recursions become
One can obtain exact numerical results by iterating either the full dynamical system for (x,y,u,v) or else the simpler Eqs. ͑3.11͒ for ( p,q,r,w) . In this way we study scaling and crossover for the models of Sec. II as well as the mixed model introduced below. However, it is interesting that the dynamical system of Eqs. ͑3.11͒ commutes with the twoparameter, Abelian Lie group generated by
͑3.12͒
and so the order reduces ͓13,14͔. 
Transforming to these variables, the recursions finally become
so that the equations for c and d have decoupled. This facilitates an analysis of the scaling properties. A comprehensive discussion of the group theoretic method of reducing lattice problems of this sort will be given elsewhere ͓19͔. The existence of one symmetry in the case of resistance recursions is guaranteed by the fact that when each resistor in a network is scaled by a given factor, the network resistence scales by the same factor. For the analysis below we can simply make use of the reduction Eqs. ͑3.14͒ that results from introducing new coordinates, Eqs. ͑3.13͒.
IV. SORPTION BEHAVIOR
In each case discussed so far, material diffuses in from a reservoir or source attached at a single site. For interpreting the curves presented below, it is useful to look at a more general source geometry.
When the structure is fed from an arbitrary set B of sites in contact with an external reservoir, the generalization of Eq. ͑3.6͒ is ͓12͔
where N B is the number of sites in the source B, and N the total number of sites. The function ⌿(s) generalizes 1ϪĜ 11 (d) (s), so that for a single input Eq. ͑4.1͒ reduces to Eq. ͑3.6͒. A pertinent result obtained in ͓12͔ is that when a given structure is fed from different inlet configurations, i.e., from different B sets, the scaling exponent ␤ associated with ⌿(s) can be different. Recall that M (t)/M ϱ ϳt 1Ϫ␤ . The exponent ␤ will depend in particular on the dimension of B and on the structure as a whole.
For very short times or large s, diffusion into the structure is linear, being limited by the inlet bond diffusivity. This is an artifact of the discrete nature of the models. For anisotropic models, the amount diffusing into the easy diffusion subspace at somewhat longer times from a source attached to one end scales as t 1/2 characteristic of a linear chain. Thus in such a case, the log of ⌿(s) is first zero for large lns ͑which we will ignore͒, then proportional to (lns)/2 for somewhat lower lns before crossing over into other behaviors. At very long times the structure saturates, so that at very negative lns, the log of ⌿(s) becomes linear in lns. We will ignore the saturation limit also. This scaling law also proves to be useful for understanding diffusion into anisotropic models, even when the input is from a single point.
Consider first the behavior of 1ϪĜ 11 (d) (s) vs s, as shown in Fig. 3 for the model of Fig. 2 fed from site 1. When kϭ0 the exponent ␤ is 1 2 , as expected for the linear chain. For kϭ1, ␤ϭ1Ϫd f S /d w S ϭ0.318, where d f S ϭln3/ln2ϭ1.585 and d w S ϭln5/ln2ϭ2.322 are the fractal and walk dimensions of the isotropic simplex lattice. This is the expected behavior for an isotropic lattice fed from a corner site. For intermediate values of k ͑from 10 Ϫ14 to 10 Ϫ2 ), a complex crossover behavior occurs due to the presence of the easy subspace, which controls the scaling for large s.
Three different scaling behaviors can be identified in Fig.  3 , each with a characteristic ␤. For small s, the exponent is ␤ 1 ϭ 1 2 , as expected. For large s, ␤ 3 ϭ1Ϫ(d f S Ϫ1)/d w S , because the easy subspace saturates and acts as a line source (d f B ϭ1), feeding the rest of the structure. In the middle region there is another exponent ␤ 2 which will be discussed presently. Notice from the figure that the extent of the central scaling region depends on the value of k.
A similar analysis holds for a family of other anisotropic lattices, such as the one shown in Fig. 4 , in which the easy subspace is itself a fractal in the form of a Weierstrass curve with a fractal dimension between 1 and d f S . We can think of it as a subfractal or relative fractal. For the model of This is the region corresponding to time scales over which seepage diffusion dominates, although the easy diffusion subspace has not saturated. In this range the scaling exponent is ␤ 2 ϭ␤ 1 ␤ 3 . That this should generally be the case can be seen from the following argument. Consider the equivalent model of Fig. 6 , comprising a simplex with all bonds at diffusivity k, connected to a onedimensional line with bonds of diffusivity 1Ϫk, fed by site 1. Bonds connecting sites on the simplex baseline to the external line have diffusivity gӷ1.
Let q i (s) and ĉ i (s), respectively, be the concentrations in the simplex subgraph and in the one-dimensional line of It is shown in Ref.
͓12͔ that the scaling exponent of the function
is independent of the values of gϾ0 and kϾ0.
Since we are interested in the net transfer of material between the two sublattices, when the concentration inside the simplex subgraph is much smaller than the concentration in the line, a reasonable approximation is to assume the transfer rate between the sites on the external line and the simplex baseline is uniform, and can be described by a positionindependent effective transfer function K eff (s),
͑4.5͒
This assumption should be justified since, for large g and small k, the main contribution to transfer between site i on the extra line and the adjacent site on the simplex occurs through the bond connecting them directly. The contribution from other paths can be regarded as a uniform perturbation to this main term. The effective transfer rate K eff (s) in Eq. ͑4.5͒ is obtained by averaging over all the transfer sites,
͑4.6͒
The position independence of K eff (s) implies that the quantities Ĝ i j * and ĉ i are uncorrelated, ͗Ĝ i j *c j ͘Ӎ͗Ĝ i j * ͗͘ĉ j ͘. Making this decoupling in Eq. ͑4.6͒, it follows that
Substituting Eqs. ͑4.5͒ and ͑4.7͒ into the balance equation for ĉ i ,
Therefore, net diffusion of material between sublattices reduces to a diagonal term in the equations for ĉ i ,
where the superscript (L) indicates the Green functions for the extra line subgraph, and so the overall transfer of material into the system is controlled by the composite function Fig. 4 ͑generation nϭ18, kϭ10 Ϫ10 ). Lines 1, 2, and 3, respectively show theoretical power laws with ␤ϭ␤ 1 , ␤ 2 , and ␤ 3 .
FIG. 6. Schematic representation of a model equivalent to the anisotropic structure in Fig. 2 . sϽg⌿ S (s;k,g)ϳs , which implies that
, which explains the scaling exponent ␤ 2 the region 2 of Fig. 3 , corresponding to ␤ 1 ϭ1/2 in Fig. 3 . This analysis explains all the crossovers of 1ϪĜ 11 (d) (s) observed in Fig. 3 Fig. 3 for two k values. It is straightforward to study s c (k) and hence t c (k) numerically as a function of k. When we graph lnt c versus lnk for the model of Fig. 1 we find a straight line, as expected. The slope and intercept agree with the values of the exponent ϭ2 and the prefactor shown in the asymptotic expansion Eq. ͑2.6͒. A similar graph for the model of Fig. 2 gives a line with slope ϭ1, in agreement with the estimate Eq. ͑2.14͒. However the prefactor 3 2 in Eq. ͑2.14͒ does not quite fit numerical results. We expect that a definition of crossover more sophisticated than ϭ is necessary.
V. CONCLUSION
The models presented are microscopically anisotropic, and are chosen so that the easy subspace forms a long, continuous diffusion pathway. This is not the most general situation, or even the most common one. It is apt to occur in crushed fibrous materials. More commonly, one might find either a macroscopic easy-diffusion direction or else bundles of short, locally parallel fibers occurring in randomly oriented domains. The latter morphology is reasonably represented as bundles of randomly oriented tubules, and it behaves as a homogeneous effective medium on all but the shortest length scales. However, in the case of a continuous easy-diffusion subspace we have seen that interesting crossover behaviors are possible. When the effective dimensionality of the easy subspace is less than that of the porous space as a whole, these crossovers arise due to competition between higher local diffusivity and a growing number of shorter diffusion paths. If there is a large difference between the filling time for the easy subspace and the final saturation time, the easy subspaces can behave as a distributed source, giving rise to other crossover phenomena.
Such crossover scaling is also expected in nonfractal structures, which have a similar type of easy-diffusion subspace. The simplest example is the case of a long blood vessel or a long, one-dimensional pipeline embedded in a slightly porous matrix. If the matrix is two dimensional, for example, then resistance to seepage through the background matrix increases logarithmically with length, while resistance to transport by diffusion along the pipeline increases linearly. There will be a crossover from linear diffusion to seepage at a time that depends in a nonalgebraic way on the seepage diffusivity. In the fractal model of Fig. 2 , the time to cross over from linear diffusion to seepage scales as the reciprocal of the seepage diffusivity, while for the space-filling easy subspace shown in Fig. 1 , the crossover time scales as the inverse square of the seepage diffusivity, so that the exponent is ϭ2. From numerical iteration of the relevant recursion relations, one also finds ϭ2 in cases with subfractal easy subspace. In particular, the exponent does not depend on fractal dimensions.
The power-law exponent ␤ for the time dependence of the net amount adsorbed has an interesting product form for times after crossover to seepage dominated diffusion, but before saturation of the easy subspace. In Sec. IV this was shown to correspond to a position-independent effective transfer rate between the easy subspace and the background.
In strongly inhomogeneous and anisotropic media, time scales are set by competing processes. For the most part, the corresponding exponents do not characterize universal classes. The results of the current study demonstrate several competing transport mechanisms, and show analytically what kinds of time dependences can result. For extremely anisotropic morphologies treated in this work it is not cor- rect, for example, to apply an effective-medium approximation until diffusion has spread material over distances exceeding a correlation length which depends on the degree of anisotropy. Fortunately these distances may not be long for many systems of interest.
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